
Quotes 
 
“The students love working with you, and look forward to each time you come. Thanks 
for bringing your groovy approach to them!” 
- Mari Kluck-Kline, University of Wisconsin – River Falls, River Falls WI 
 
"Erinn, it was so awesome having you. The way you interacted with the students was 
spot on; you were firm and set expectations without lecturing them or getting mad. 
You brought them in by showing them what they'd be missing if they didn't participate. 
I can't tell you how surprised I was that certain students were so engaged! And your 
energy was contagious. You are easily the best teacher we've had here."  
- Michele Costello, Washington Tech Magnet School, St. Paul MN 
 
 
“Liebhard really stood out for me as a performer. The young dancer is simply a joy to 
watch. She has a stage presence that radiates, and the lines she creates with her 
body are just gorgeous. ” 
- Sheila Regan, Twin Cities Daily Planet, Minneapolis MN 
 
 
"Erinn did an incredible job as master of ceremonies for our organization's annual 
friend-raising event. She engaged and welcomed the guests with honest warmth and 
gratitude throughout the evening. Her inviting and energetic spirit kept the dance floor 
full the entire night, occupied by multiple generations with huge smiles on their faces. 
We have received many messages from guests announcing how much fun they had, 
and I know this is because Erinn kept the flow of the party accessible, friendly and 
manageable. Erinn was sincerely invested in gaining knowledge about our 
organization, which showed in her ability to persuade guests to buy raffle tickets and 
participate in the photo-booth fundraising games. We couldn't have had such a 
successful event without her!" 
- Jennifer Glaws, Director of Communications and Operations, Young Dance, Mpls 
MN 
 
 
"Thank you so much for the great experience this past week. From start to finish, the 
show was run impeccably. You have a truly fantastic thing going here, and I am so 
fortunate to have been included. The show is eclectic, professional and provides a 
vital foray into otherwise uncharted territory in this community. Thank you again for a 
fantastic experience." - Jeffery Peterson, Past Rhythmically Speaking Choreographer, 
Philadelphia PA 

 
 



Choreographer & Performer – Right 
Here Showcase (May 2018) 
 
Quotes 
 
“gab-”gush”-yak?,(rant.)-jive!-chat is a wonderful hybrid of studio creative session and 
live finished performance as Erinn, a joyful and effervescent mover, dance-jams with 
video artist Dawn Schot and musician Steve Hobert on a stream of consciousness 
creative adventure full of surprising moments that takes us on an inside journey into 
the heart of the creative act. As the producer of the Showcase I never get to see these 
works until the artists present them during tech rehearsals - they don’t need anyone 
getting in their way - so while I'm never surprised at how good the work is, it's always 
surprising to see what they've come up with. This is a wonderful evening where you 
get to see two brand new works by some of the best loved and highly regarded artists 
in the community.” 

- Paul Herwig, Producer 
 
“Congratulations, Erinn! Thank you for taking this risk and for sharing your beautiful 
dancing and introducing me to the work of your talented collaborators.” 

- Non Edwards, Dance Community Member 
 
“Thank you for your work -- I really loved your energy and the collaboration with the 
two artists. Super celebratory and gracious vibes.” 

- Ben McGinley, Twin Cities Artist 
 
 

Press 
 
 

 
 
http://www.citypages.com/calendar/right-here-showcase/480281253 
 
May 8, 2018 



 

Right Here Showcase 
EVERY THU., FRI., AND SAT. FROM MAY 10-19, 8 P.M. 
EVERY SUN. FROM MAY 13-20, 5 P.M. 
$10-$30 SLIDING PAYSCALE 
 
The Right Here Showcase returns for a fourth year this May. The two-week festival of new work by mid-career 
artists has moved to the Art Box, Off-Leash Area’s new home, to fill each weekend with a mix of dance, 
performance, and audience participation. The first week features dancer and choreographer Erinn Liebhard, 
and Charles Campbell, who explores economic inequities in a work performed by dancers Megan Mayer and 
Erika Hansen. The second week’s lineup will include dancer and performer Brian J. Evans in his last local 
show before he moves out of Minnesota, and Anishinaabe artist Rory Wakemup, who mixes pop culture, 
video games, Native history, and activism into his energetic works. 
 
by Sheila Regan 

 
https://www.minnpost.com/artscape/2018/05/right-here-showcase-spotlights-midcareer-artists-speechless-
returns-lab 
 
May 10, 2018 
 
ARTSCAPE 

'Right Here Showcase' spotlights 
midcareer artists  
 
By Pamela Espeland | 05/10/18 

  
 
Past participants have included puppet theater artist Bart Buch, Butoh dance and performance 
artist Gadu, contemporary dance artist Rosy Simas, composer and multimedia artist Craig 



Harris, theater artist Ben Kreilkamp and dance artist Taja Will. This year’s line-up was selected 
by Buch, Will and Herwig. 
 
The first weekend, which starts tonight (Thursday, May 10), features work by interdisciplinary 
theater artist Charles Campbell and dance artist Erinn Liebhard. Campbell’s “Want” 
considers income, wealth, and status inequities. Liebhard’s “gab-gush-yak, rant-jive-chat” 
explores how punctuation can be translated into music, movement, and visuals. 

 Starting next Thursday (May 17), Anishinaabe visual and 
installation artist Rory Wakemup will present his “Ledger Craft” project, a hybrid of Native 
American Ledger Art and the “Minecraft” video game. (Volunteers from the audience will be 
needed as part of the performance.) For “LOPsided,” his final show before leaving Minnesota, 
dance artist Brian J. Evans will use music, video, dance/theater and photography to dive into a 
landscape of polarized issues. 
 
For the first few years, the showcase bounced between the JSB Tek Box and the Illusion Theater. 
Now that Off-Leash has a home, the Art Box, so does the showcase. Thursdays-Saturdays at 8 
p.m., Sundays at 5 p.m. FMI and tickets ($10-30 sliding scale). 
 



 
http://www.secretsofthecity.com/events/view/the-right-here-showcase  

 

The Right Here Showcase 

	
	

The	artists	you’ve	been	looking	for	have	been	right	here	all	along!	The	The	Right	Here	
Showcase	from	Off-Leash	Area	commissions	new	or	previous	or	unfinished	works	from	
Minnesnowta’s	mid-career	contemporary	performing	artists	and	provides	all	the	needed	
support,	from	tech	to	marketing.	We’re	fans	of	the	series	because	we’re	artists	Off-Leash	
Area	selects:	For	this	first	weekend	of	the	fest,	Erinn	Liebhard	translates	the	concept	of	
punctuation	into	movement	and	music,	and	the	intrepid	and	ultra-creative	Charles	
Campbell	tackles	wealth,	inequality,	and	status	with	two	performers,	two	chairs,	and	a	
trophy.	—Erin	Thatcher	



Friday,	Saturday,	8	PM,	Sunday	3	PM.	$10-30.		

Off-Leash	Art	Box,	4200	East	54th	Street,	MPLS;	offleasharea.org	

 
Performer – Vulcão with Contempo 
Physical Dance (Feb 2018) 
 

 
 

'Vulcão' at Cowles Center 
showcases dynamic 
collaboration 
 
Review: Dancers evoke the revelry and high spirit of the Brazilian 
Carnival.  
 
STAGE & ARTS 4By Sheila Regan Special to the Star Tribune FEBRUARY 18, 2018 — 4:13PM 
 
Link: http://www.startribune.com/vulco-at-cowles-center-showcases-dynamic-
collaboration/474427073/  
74427073 
In "Vulcão," an evening of dance by Contempo Physical Dance at the Cowles 
Center, choreographer Marciano Silva dos Santos and composer Divan 
Gattamorta displayed the sparks that fly when two artists nurture dynamic 
collaboration over many years. 
 
The two pieces that were shown, including the first part of "Balacobaco" from 
2017, and "Vulcão" from 2015, were driven by Gattamorta's spellbinding music, 
full of Afro-Brazilian rhythms, dramatic tension and an assortment of 
unconventional sounds. The music drove the movement and also the loose 



narrative in both works, propelling the storytelling forward as the dancers 
responded to it. 
 
Starting the show out with "Balacobaco," the dancers evoked the revelry and 
high spirit of the Brazilian carnival. Donned in brightly colored costumes, they 
brought a joy to the stage as they skipped, marched, shook their hips and 
flapped their elbows like wings in an easy, playful romp. 
 

 
Photo of Contempo Physical Dance by Bill Cameron  
 
On opening night, the audience thought the end of the first section was the end 
of the piece, clapping after the dancers found their way to the floor in a lounging 
position. As the applause died down, the dancers coyly waved and shifted 
position, bobbing their heads and tapping their feet to the music in a seated 
dance to the multiple singing voices heard in the music. 
 
The mood of "Balacobaco" shifted several times, from a sensuous second 



section to a darkly lit industrial scene, complete with the sounds of cars and the 
dancers moving like they were parts of a machine. 
 
Ultimately, the piece showcased a rich sense of atmosphere. 
 
"Vulcão,"meanwhile, took its time to build up the smoldering energy. 
 
To the sounds of hot bubbling liquid, the dancers, who began by laying on the 
ground in jerking fits, slowly made their way to standing. 
 
There was a deliberateness in the piece, a wiry quality that allowed the dramatic 
arc to crescendo, the dynamics between composer and choreographer 
effortlessly engaging and surprising. 
 
The piece featured a number of short solos, allowing each of the seven 
members of the company to show off their individuality, as well as their unique 
gifts. From leaping somersaults to gravity-defying hip-hop moves, it was fun to 
see what each dancer brought to the piece. 
 
Later on, the individual dancers melded into more of a group. Silva dos Santos 
employed lines and formations as the movers assembled and reassembled 
around the stage. Their synchronicity added to the accumulation of vitality that 
peaked in a satisfying final moment. 
 
Sheila Regan is a Minneapolis arts writer. 

 

Organizer, Choreographer & 
Performer – CHILL (Dec 2017) 
 

 
 
STAGE & ARTS 463213003 



Latest Liebhard show has a 
cozy feel 
 

REVIEW: Dancers have fun with "Chill" at the Amsterdam bar.  
 
By Sheila Regan Special to the Star Tribune DECEMBER 10, 2017 — 5:17PM 

 
JILLIAN BELL 
 
In “Chill,” choreographer Erinn Liebhard grooves to the jazzy music of “A Charlie 
Brown Christmas.” 
 

Over the years, Erinn Liebhard often has chosen Twin Cities bars as places to 
show her choreography. Whether it was the Bedlam Lowertown space, Icehouse 
in Minneapolis or now the Amsterdam bar in St. Paul, the social venues provide 
a more relaxed atmosphere that works well with Liebhard's loose, easygoing 
style. 
 
In the hourlong "Chill", which opened Saturday afternoon and shows for one 
more matinee, Liebhard's work feels cozy in the bar environment. 
 



The downside of Amsterdam as a venue has to do with the stage itself. 
It's a rather small space, though the dancers seem to have a bit more room than 
when Liebhard has performed at Icehouse. There are also a few moments 
where Liebhard has the dancers performing on the main floor where the 
audience is, rather than on the elevated stage, making it difficult to see the 
dancers very well. 
 
Liebhard starts out with a sampling of jazz and vernacular dances she created 
as early as 2009 and as recently as this year. In "Eclipse So," the dancers glide 
across the stage like graceful spider monkeys swinging from tree to tree. They 
take on unusual shapes with their shoulders and hands, finding opportune 
moments to shimmy and jiggle. They look like they're having lots of fun. 
 
Liebhard's oldest work of the program, "One Better," from 2009, takes the 
strongest point of view of the bunch. Dressed in plastic skirts with logos on them, 
the cast looks like they are wearing shopping bags. 
 
They line up, all bending at the waist, as they rest their heads on the bottom of 
one another's backs, then flop around with high-energy goofiness.The piece 
demonstrates the possibility in Liebhard's carefree approach for experimentation 
with message and theatricality. 
 
The second half of the show features four pieces set to Vince Guaraldi's score 
for "A Charlie Brown Christmas," with the music performed by the local group 
GST. 
 
Here the dancers, dressed in primary colors, are full of smiles and exhilaration 
as they move their bodies like pendulums, leap into twisting arabesques, skip 
and shift-ball-change to the music. 
 
There were a few kids at the matinee Saturday, though it's not strictly speaking a 
children's show. The short length of the performance, the cheery attitude of 
performers and the familiar tunes of the "Charlie Brown" music make the event 
something you might consider bringing your kids to come see, knowing there 
isn't a narrative to hold their attention. 
 
Sheila Regan is a Minneapolis arts writer. 
 
Chill 
What: Erinn Liebhard presents dances to Vince Guaraldi’s score for “A Charlie 



Brown Christmas” 
When: 2 p.m. Sat. 
Where: Amsterdam Bar & Hall, 6 W. 6th St., St. Paul 
Tickets: $15-$17, free for kids, 612-285-3112 or amsterdambarandhall.com. 
 
 

 
 
Choreographer Erinn Liebhard grooves to the jazzy music of 
'Charlie Brown' 
 
http://m.startribune.com/choreographer-erinn-liebhard-grooves-to-the-
jazzy-music-of-charlie-brown/462580573/?section=variety	
	

	
	 	

   +  	
December 07, 2017 - 3:09 PM 



 
‘Chill’ to the ‘Charlie Brown’ score 
 
“A	Charlie	Brown	Christmas”	(1965)	is	a	holiday	favorite	for	many,	not	
least	because	of	the	TV	special’s	masterful	soundtrack	by	jazz	composer	
Vince	Guaraldi.	And	now	that	smooth,	eclectic	score	has	inspired	an	
entirely	new	Christmas	tradition	by	Twin	Cities	choreographer	Erinn	
Liebhard.	Featuring	six	dancers	and	a	live	jazz	quartet,	Liebhard’s	“Chill”	
captures	Guaraldi’s	whimsy,	melancholy	and	understated	enchantment	
with	new	dances	as	well	as	fresh	takes	on	past	choreographic	works.	A	
veteran	of	producing	shows	in	bars	and	other	social	spaces,	Liebhard	
welcomes	all	ages	for	this	playfully	heartwarming	show.	(2	p.m.	Sat.	&	
next	Sat.,	Amsterdam	Bar	&	Hall,	6	W.	6th	St.,	St.	Paul,	$15-$17,	free	for	
kids,	612-285-3112	or	amsterdambarandhall.com.)	
	
Sheila	Regan 
 

 
December 2017 Minnesota 
Event Calendar - The Top 5 
Fill your holiday season with comedy, science 
demonstrations, ice skating, and more 
BY ERIK TORMOEN 
 

http://www.minnesotamonthly.com/Arts-and-Entertainment/Chill-at-St-
Pauls-Amsterdam-Bar-Hall/  
 
Published: November 22, 2017   



 
Chill 12/9, 16 
In the early ’90s, Erinn Liebhard was the little girl from Prior Lake 
dancing with the adults at the bar while her dad played in the rock 
band onstage. Today, she’s the choreographer behind a new 
holiday show returning jazz dance to its communal place of origin. 
Liebhard, among a handful of dancers, will improvise vernacular 
moves to the lilting music of Charlie Brown’s Christmas at St. 
Paul’s Amsterdam Bar & Hall, drawing from the classic scene of 
the Peanuts kids getting jiggy in endearingly weird ways. (She 
says she’s the character dressed in purple, tossing her hair side to 
side.) The soundtrack has inspired ballet but never social dance, 
better fitting the music’s surf-jazz feel—why the show’s titled Chill, 
along with the wintry air and, of course, you, nursing a beer. 
  

 

 
 

Nutty for stagings of ‘The Nutcracker’? Have 
we got a list for you 
 

http://www.twincities.com/2017/11/25/dance-performances-
minneapolis-st-paul/  
 
By ROB HUBBARD | Special to the Pioneer Press 



November 25, 2017 at 9:00 am 
 
It’s not just “Nutcrackers” anymore. There’s a lot of exciting dance 
going on in the Twin Cities this December. And, yes, some of the most 
interesting performances will take inspiration from the 19th-century 
ballet “The Nutcracker,” either reverently recreating it or offering offbeat 
takes on the story. But there’s also some high-energy tap, Irish step 
dancing, jazz dance and something straight out of the TV show, 
“Dance Moms.” You might want to leap at these opportunities. 
 
“Chill” 
Dec. 9 and 16: Erinn Liebhard is a local choreographer and dancer 
who mixes a lot of ebullience and humor into her creations. For this 
new work at the Amsterdam Bar, she and a group of collaborators will 
perform pieces to Vince Guaraldi’s music for the cartoon TV special, “A 
Charlie Brown Christmas,” performed by local jazz-rock combo GST. 2 
p.m.; Amsterdam Bar & Hall, 6 W. Sixth St., St. Paul; $17-$15; 612-
285-3112 or ticketfly.com. 
 
 
Organizer, Choreographer & 
Performer – Rhythmically Speaking 
2017 (Aug 2017) 
 

 
 



'Rhythmically Speaking' dance showcase 
offers footloose and spontaneous fun 
 
REVIEW: "Rhythmically Speaking" showcase offers a strong group 
of dancers this year.  
 
By Sheila Regan Special to the Star Tribune AUGUST 18, 2017 — 2:44PM 
 
 

When choreographer Erinn Liebhard presented her latest dance piece, “in:habit” 
at Icehouse back in May, it gave a sense of what she was trying to do, but there 
was something missing. 
 
The dancers were grooving, there was an electric energy that comes with that 
kind of social venue, and the Icehouse’s balcony and stairs provided some neat 
opportunities for levels. Yet the piece felt a little cramped. 
 
This weekend, “in:habit” gets a chance to breathe onstage at Illusion Theatre. 
Liebhard revisits the work as part of “Rhythmically Speaking,” the annual 
showcase of jazz and vernacular dance that she produces. With a bit more 
space for her dancers to move around in, her sporty movement and 
interchanging rhythms, and effortless low-to-the ground cool are able to breathe 
more easily, in a satisfying performance. 
Liebhard’s is one of several strong group works presented this year. The dances 
presented at “Rhymically Speaking” aren’t about pushing. Instead, loose and 
spontaneous are the names of the game.  
 
That's not only true of the moves, but also for a bit of spoken word by See More 
Perspective, who delivers two poems during the show. Coming in once during 
the first act and again in the second, the pieces reflect on world events with an 
expressive pulse. 
 
Karla Grotting’s beachy “Hold and Release,” a premiere, sets the mood for the 
evening. Her choreography flows and stretches, winding down riffing paths as 
recorded music by the Saxopaths takes unexpected turns. 



 
 
BILL CAMERON 

 
Jeffrey Peterson, formerly based in the Twin Cities and now living in 
Pennsylvania, has an impressive piece about fighting against isolation through 
human connection and touch, with some nice work by local dancer Laura Selle 
Virtucio as part of an 11-person ensemble. 
 
O’Calla Joslyn presents a documentary-style memoir dance piece, taking the 
audience on a journey back to the 1990s. Through voice-over, Joslyn explains 
how she discovered jazz funk from Rosie Perez’s Fly Girls choreography on the 
TV show “In Living Color.” Footage of the Fly Girls dancing and interviews with 
Perez play in the background as Joslyn’s interpretation of Perez’s choreography 
juxtaposes with the more banal, restrictive styles of dance she learned growing 
up. The piece’s delivery is sometimes choppy, but Joslyn’s vulnerability is 
heartwarming. 
 
The evening has two riveting solo pieces. The first, “A Love Poem for Lonely 
Prime Numbers,” created and performed by the incredibly bendy Laura 
Osterhaus, will leave you gobsmacked by her articulate moves. 
 
The second, a premiere called “numb bumb” by Kaleena Miller, actually gets the 



audience up on their feet and tapping. The nuanced character portrait holds 
some dark tones beneath its hot pink veneer, and Miller envelops that tension 
marvelously. 
 
 
 

 

Speaking of Rhythm… 
I got out of my head and let my heart and body do the reviewing 
REVIEW BY ERIN ROBERTS  AUGUST 19, 2017 
 

Let’s just say I had a delightful evening watching Rhythmically Speaking’s 
collaborative annual show at the Illusion Theater earlier tonight. With the 
tumultuous political and social climate we’re encountering today, the show was 
meant to “serve as a means (of) escape and connection,” an opportunity to 
have  “respite and (to) re-energize.” I can wholeheartedly commend Erinn 
Liebhard (Artistic Director) and her cohorts for accomplishing this goal and I will 
attempt to explain how and WHY I felt this way. 

As an artist, but NOT a dancer, I don’t always make a point to see dance pieces, 
and maybe this is something I need to personally remedy. There is so much 
involved in creating a dance performance; music, choreography, storytelling, 
costuming, casting, emotion, energy, and breath. And, unlike a conventional story, 
in dance, you must rely on your audience’s visceral and/or physical reaction to 
determine success. So I listened to my body. My feet tapping, head bobbing, a 
stupid grin from ear to ear, hooting and hollering, heart racing; this evening ran the 
physical gamut and I loved it. From a lovely opening piece, with uniform 
costumes, an awesome saxophone quartet soundtrack (former sax player here 
appreciated that) and an upbeat, inclusive diverse group of women and bodies of 
all shapes and sizes, I was hooked. Fast forward to the closing piece; with an even 
larger group of people of all sexes and colors holding hands and acknowledging 
each other, the variety and inclusiveness was palpable. This is a reasonable one and 
a half hour show that has something for EVERYone! You have two more chances 
to see it! 



For me, the most notable pieces were A Love Poem for Lonely Prime Numbers, 
(choreographed and performed by Laura Osterhaus), which is a spoken word story 
with a beautifully articulated movement base to go with it. This woman can dance! 
Her pop and lock is on point and it was a whimsical and relatable tale of longing 
and romance that made me invest in her, and the outcome of this plight between 
“59, 60 and 61” respectively. Fabulous. An Ode to Rosie Perez (perhaps the most 
informative piece of the evening for me growing up as a kid in the 90’s...I had NO 
idea that she was the mastermind behind the FLY GIRLS of In Living Color!!) is 
such a cool concept and I loved the TBT to LLCoolJ et al...and the multimedia-
ness of this experience, including video, audio interview and some damn fine hip 
hop dance! If I had any complaint, it’s that an homage of this nature and genre 
needed more presence from people of color to make it believable to me. It’s 
Minnesota, not the Bronx, and I can sustain my suspension of disbelief BUT, I’m 
just saying… And THEN...there’s Kaleena Miller...seriously what can you say? 
The woman is a fantastic furiousness of a tapping phenom and she kills it in her 
premiere of numb bumb. Wearing a killer hot pink suit, and encouraging audience 
participation, she and this evening is something you’ll be “too bad soooo sad” to 
miss. 

Aside from the upbeat and inspired dance work exemplified here tonight, there was 
an awesome inclusion of spoken word by the poet, SEE MORE PERSPECTIVE, 
who was commissoned to speak to the aforementioned theme “escape and 
connection.” SEE MORE nails it with two inspired pieces that discuss how we can 
escape the hand we’re dealt...and then maybe why we shouldn’t. We are the vessels 
for change and it’s imperative that we see and acknowledge what’s around us, be 
brave enough to confront it, and attempt to embrace the conflict of our current 
reality. Very well done sir. 

The bottom line; I watched seven different pieces, with people of different 
ethnicities, ages, body types, sexes and was engaged and ultimately surprised at 
each new iteration. Dance can be esoteric, but if you just stop trying to figure 
everything out, allow yourself to sit back and breathe it all in, you’re bound to find 
your own experience and personal meaning in it. Stop thinking, relax and enjoy. 
This show is beyond worth it. Congrats to Ms. Liebhard and crew, you’ve done it 
again. Rhythmically Speaking is a local gem. 

 

Performer – Balacobaco with 
Contempo Physical Dance (Feb 2017) 
 



 

 
 

Contempo troupe's 'Balacobaco' is 
tribute to Rio, warmth, life 
 

A fusion of influences is behind the buoyant movement in this 
show.  
 
STAGE & ARTS 4By Caroline Palmer Special to the Star Tribune FEBRUARY 26, 2017 — 5:08PM 
 
Link: http://www.startribune.com/contempo-troupe-s-balacobaco-is-tribute-to-rio-warmth-
life/414814724/  
 
Even though the weather has been unseasonably warm in Minnesota, it's closer 
to 90 in Brazil around this time of year. And while an airline ticket to Rio de 
Janeiro would be nice, it was also fun to spend Friday evening at the Cowles 
Center in Minneapolis watching Contempo Physical Dance perform 
"Balacobaco," a world premiere tribute to the colorful Rio Carnaval and other 
celebrations significant to artistic director Marciano Silva dos Santos' homeland. 
The dancers of "Balacobaco" had such a great time, it was hard not to jump 
onstage and join in, especially when a local percussion band, Batucada do Norte, 
struck up its festive sound. 
 
Dos Santos combines elements of Afro-Brazilian dance, the martial arts form 
capoeira and contemporary movement to create his own creative fusion, fueled 
by a healthy dose of positive spirit. 
 
Dos Santos always gives his dancers a tall order — stay in near-constant motion, 
coordinate the flow of counter-rhythms from feet to hips to shoulders, seemingly 
glide across the floor, keep up with multidirectional changes in energy, and fill 
the atmosphere with confidence. This proved particularly true in "Balacobaco." 
The eight-member dance troupe rose to the occasion, supported by Brazilian 
composer Divan Gattamorta's vibrant and expressive score as well as Dos 
Santos' colorful costume design. 



 
Gattamorta's music for "Balacobaco" runs the gamut from playful to mysterious, 
as if he were assigned the task of creating a soundtrack for the transition from 
early evening revelry to late night delirium. The dancing at the Cowles reflected 
this shift as well, particularly as the performers dug into the kinetic-musical 
connections of the deep bass rumble or the lighthearted, bossanova-tinged 
electronica. 
 
This range of styles adds a new dimension to Dos Santos' choreographic 
approach, suggesting more narrative impulses behind the pure movement 
energy. Dos Santos made a couple of appearances to remind us of his 
commanding stage presence. He played the role of silent guide for the show as 
well as inspiration for its very reason to exist — a mandate to party, let go of 
worries and embrace the beauty of the moment. 
 
It was a welcome reminder that the problems of the world can be ignored for a 
while, and replaced with something close to pure joy. It's no wonder Brazilians 
embrace Carnaval. Dance, music, love — these are the tools of survival. 
 
Caroline Palmer is a Twin Cities dance critic. 

 

Organizer, Choreographer & 
Performer – Circulation Cabaret 
alacobaco at Patrick’s (Apr 2016) 
 

 
 
'Circulation' proves again why Patrick's Cabaret 
matters 
By Sheila Regan APRIL 11, 2016 — 12:58PM 



 

 
Photos by V. Paul Virtucio 
 
"Circulation" at Patrick's Cabaret. 
“I’m juggling multiple balls in my brain at the same time!” Erinn Liebhard said as 
she swept by during the intermission of “Circulation: Connecting Through 
Embodying Rhythm," the show she curated last weekend at Patrick’s Cabaret. 
Indeed, as the person that put the show together, emceed it, had two pieces in it 
and performed in it, the choreographer and performer had to access her multiple 
talents for the showcase, co-presented by Patrick’s. 
 
Her work exemplifies one of the strong traditions found in the Twin Cities dance 
community of independent dance artists putting together grassroots and self-
created opportunities. “It comes out of necessity,” Liebhard said. “It’s an 
interesting challenge.” 
 
For “Circulation," Liebhard brought together a bevy of local artists all working 
somehow with the theme of the embodiment of rhythm. That meant pieces that 
followed the jazz dance tradition, Latin-influenced dance, contemporary 
movement that responded and connected to rhythm, tap, hip hop and 



improvisational pieces that featured dancers and musicians playing off each 
other. 
 
The highlight of the evening was a piece by Magnolia YSY (Yang-Sao-Yia), 
whose ensemble of seven Asian American women dancers had the audience 
howling in delight. These dancers were fierce, and YSY’s electric, emotionally 
gripping and utterly tantalizing choreography proved she’s a choreographer to 
watch. 
 
Also notable were Darrius Strong’s STRONGmovement, with a piece that 
investigated intimacy, competition and the struggles of human connection, as 
well as impressive work by Karla Grotting and Karis Sloss, the latter of Eclectic 
Edge Ensemble. There was also some non-dance entertainment as well. 
Dameun Strange performed his science fiction-themed “Skyopener Medley” on 
opening night, See More Perspective offered wordplay and BrassZilla provided 
pre-show and intermission jazz tunes, in addition to performing for two of 
Liebhard’s pieces. 
 
There was even a bit of vaudeville in the show, with two presentations by The 
Summer Coats, a dance and music duo with guitar playing Chase D. Burkhart 
and tap dancing Molly Kay Stoltz singing duets. Charming and a bit bizarre, their 
act featured folky tunes with an added percussion provided by Stoltz’s feet. 
They’ve got a lot of skill, but need to work on looking out at the audience, rather 
than each other. A little more confidence and performative spunk would go a 
long way. 
 

 
 



As for Liebhard herself (pictured above at left, with Ayana Dubose and Molly 
Stoltz in Karla Grotting's "No Habla Español"), she performed a fascinating give-
and-take with keyboardist Steven Hobert, riffing off each other in a dance-music 
duet. In another piece, “All Blues,” Liebhard created a choreographed structure 
for a group piece that played with the idea of improvisation in the jazz standards 
tradition. She presented a more formally choreographed piece, “Chameleon,” as 
well. 
 
The element she was most concerned about was hosting the show, which she 
says she had the least experience doing. 
 
“I feel powerfully about accurately representing what we are doing,” she says. 
She did a lot of preparation with the words she was going to say, making sure 
she imbued people’s performance experience with the reasons why she thinks 
rhythm embodiment is more than just fun. “I take it super seriously,” she says. 
“Circulation” marked one of the last chances to see this kind of eclectic collage 
of local talent at Patrick’s Cabaret’s current space. The news that Patrick's will 
be leaving its digs at the end of May was a big blow to the Twin Cities 
performance community, since Patrick’s has been a place where artists such as 
Liebhard could not only present their own work, but shine a light on other 
underrepresented artists as well. 
 

 

Performer – Lost Voices in Jazz with 
Karla Grotting and the Eclectic Edge 
Ensemble (July 2015) 
 

 
 



'Lost voices' in jazz dance live 
again on the O'Shaughnessy's 
stage 
 

 Email  Share  Tweet  Print 
By Pamela Espeland | 07/23/15 

 
Photo by Ken Lau 

The 1984 cast of William Harren's "As You Desire Me," which has been reconstructed for "Lost 
Voices in Jazz." Pictured, from left to right: Tony Vierling, Georgia Harren Reuling, Jan Naegele 
Campbell, William Harren, Greg Thul and Jody Berg. 
 
Link: https://www.minnpost.com/artscape/2015/07/lost-voices-jazz-dance-live-again-oshaughnessys-
stage  
 
Writing for Vanity Fair in 1987, Michael Shnayerson described the devastation of 
AIDS on New York’s art and fashion worlds. Painters, photographers, directors, 
dancers, actors, fashion designers, interior designers, makeup artists, musicians, 



singers, models, writers, editors, agents, critics and gallery managers were dying, most 
quietly, often alone. 
 
Back then, many believed that HIV could be transmitted by a touch, a sneeze, drinking 
from a water fountain or breathing the same air. 
 
“As they die,” Shnayerson wrote, “their absence assumes a peculiar resonance, as if so 
many children playing in a forest vanished one by one, until the few who remained 
suddenly stopped to listen to the stillness.” 
 
Closer to home, the Minnesota Jazz Dance Company, founded in 1975 by Zoe 
Sealy, had five male choreographers: William Harren, Jeffrey Mildenstein, Clarence 
Teeters, David Voss and Danny Buraczeski. 
 
By 1991, all but Buraczeski were dead. 
 
This weekend at the O’Shaughnessy, decades of stillness will end as former MJDC 
member Karla Grotting and Eclectic Edge Ensemble present “Lost Voices in Jazz: 
The Choreographers of the Minnesota Jazz Dance Company.” Dances by 
Harren, Mildenstein, Teeters and Voss will come to life on the stage. Buraczeski will 
return from Dallas, where he moved in 2005, to give a solo performance. Sealy will 
dance a recent work about the loss of her husband. The audience will include family 
members and friends of the four who were lost to AIDS. 
 
Will these be terribly sad events? “I don’t think so,” Grotting said in an interview last 
Friday. “I think it’s going to be a night of remembering and honoring. I think we’ll feel 
sad about the lost potential. We’re going to see these works and go – wow, I wonder 
what we’d have?” 
 
A handful of heritage seeds  
 
 “If you look at Danny’s 35-year body of work – sophisticated, intellectual, musical, 
emotional, classic jazz works – it’s incredible,” Grotting said. “If we’d had that times 
five we would have had new techniques, new ways of training dancers, new companies 
for dancers to work in, more choreographers. 
“It would have been this jungle, this wild garden, and I feel, at the end of putting these 
dances together, like I have a little handful of heritage seeds, and in having this 
performance I’m going to plant them again.” 
 
Jazz dance, like jazz music, is fighting marginalization. Both “sort of suffer from the J-
word.” What’s labeled jazz dance today is usually “virtuosic ballet technique and tricks 
mixed with hip-hop accents and grooves performed to popular music.” Grotting hopes 
that “Lost Voices” will gain attention and momentum for jazz dance as an art form. 
 
“Setting [these dances] on a new generation of dancers is one step,” she said. “Showing 



them to a new audience is another. I’m hoping that some of these seeds are going to 
get planted and grow into a new kind of hybrid and feed the form of American concert 
jazz dance to help make it not such a lonely place.” 
 

Reconstructing the dances 
 
Staging dances by the four choreographers lost to AIDS was not a simple matter of 
watching videos or following diagrams. Grotting, who first had this crazy notion in 
2013, spent countless hours researching, then laboriously reconstructing the dances, 
working from dark, decaying bits of video from the 1980s (which require vintage 
equipment to view, so there was that), her own mental and physical memories 
(Grotting worked with with Harren, Teeters and Voss) and interviews with family 
members and friends she tracked down over the Internet, including one dancer 
everyone thought died long ago. 
 
“It’s easy to make fun of Facebook,” she said, “but it helped me find people I didn’t 
even know I needed to find.” 
 

 
Photo by Mike Canale; used with permission. 
Jeffrey Mildenstein. ca. early 1980s. 
 
An abbreviated example: Grotting’s determination to reconstruct a dance by 
Mildenstein, the only choreographer of the four she never worked with and didn’t 
know, led her to Giordano Dance in Chicago, where Mildenstein once danced, and to 
Western Kentucky University, where he taught before he died, and finally to a record 
label in Japan. Then the Eclectic Edge dancers had to learn the dance from a student 
video. After months of work, there’s a seven-minute piece on the program called 
“Natural Woman.” 
 
Grotting learned that Mildenstein was already very ill when he was making “Natural 



Woman.” It was the last piece he ever created. “Each of these artists worked way past 
the point their bodies allowed them to. They were in a a fever of creativity to finish 
things.” 
 
For Grotting, the entire “Lost Voices” project has been personal. “When each of these 
men passed, I was in my twenties. I thought – I’ve lost my friend, I’ve lost my teacher, 
I’ve lost my choreographer. Now that I’m in my fifties, working in this form, teaching, 
choreographing, performing and dancing, I can look back and see what a devastating 
impact it was to lose them. 
“Modern dance companies and ballet companies also lost choreographers and dancers 
in record numbers, but there were fewer jazz choreographers to begin with, so [these 
losses] really left a void, an empty space.” 
 
Many goals 
 

 
Photo by Ken Lau 
Zoe Sealy 
 
Once she dove in, Grotting realized she had several goals. “One was to bring the 
families of these artists back together again, because there is a lot of healing that needs 
to happen.” 
 
Another was to honor Sealy and the MJDC, and to add to the historical record about 
the company. “We’re putting her archive together [for the Performing Arts Archives at 
the U of M’s Andersen Library], and I wanted people to come home and record 
interviews so those could go in the archive and she could see how far her influence 
spread. I wanted our dancers to come home and see her vibrant and working.” 
 
More goals: to improve HIV/AIDS awareness and increase support for those living 
with HIV/AIDS. “I have a lot of interaction with young people,” Grotting said (she 
teaches dance at the U and is a visiting guest artist at St. Olaf College), “and I hear 



them talk about everything, but I never hear them talk about being afraid to get AIDS. 
There’s a real social amnesia about it. So we’re partnering with Open Arms of 
Minnesota and the Aliveness Project.” 
 

 
 
Clarence Teeters 
 
Was there ever a point when Grotting had had enough and needed a break? “The 
minute you go into the studio, you’re connected to the art and you’re not thinking 
about the sad story around it. Being in a studio full of dancers is the best place. 
Dancers give their whole heart, and they all cared about the work as much as I did. 
 
“The larger story is that the art [of these four choreographers] isn’t dead, but if we 
didn’t put these pieces back together now, it would certainly fade away.” 
 
What can we expect at the O’Shaughnessy? “What has surprised me most about the 
dances is they don’t look dated to me. They look very fresh. … There are so many ways 
into this project that you don’t need to love dance or love jazz or be interested in 
political action to find your way in.” 
 



Remember the AIDS Quilt? One thing Grotting wishes she had done for this weekend 
was to bring in and display the quilt squares for Harren, Teeters and Voss. Mildenstein 
doesn’t have a square, but Grotting has some quilters in her family, and she’d like to 
make him a square. 
 
“Lost Voices in Jazz: Choreographers of the Minnesota Jazz Dance Company” has 
two performances this weekend at the O’Shaughnessy: Friday and Saturday, July 24 
and 25, both at 7:30. Friday’s performance features a talk back after the show. FMI 
and tickets ($26/$22/$20). 
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CU to offer ambitious theater, dance  
schedules 
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"Tune," choreographed by Erinn Liebhard, will be presented free by the CU dance department Jan. 30-31 at the  
Absinthe House. (Daniel Beahm / For the University of Colorado) 
 
The lineup 
Tickets go on sale Monday for the University of Colorado-Boulder Department of  
Theatre and Dance's 2014-15 season. More information is available starting Monday  
at 303-492-8008 or theatredance.colorado.edu/season-tickets. (Link will be active  
Monday.) 
 
Theater 
 
• "Our Town," by Thornton Wilder, Sept. 26-Oct. 5, University Theatre; $17 
• "Legacy of Light," by Karen Zacarias, Oct. 24-Nov. 2, Loft Theatre; $12 
• "A Broadway Christmas Carol," by Kathy Feininger, Dec. 4-21, UT; $19 
• "The Effect of Gamma Rays on Man-in-the-Moon Marigolds," by Paul Zindel, Jan.  
28-Feb. 1, Loft Theatre; $12 
• "Tartuffe," by Moliere, Feb. 13-22, University Theatre; $17 
• "The Trial of God," by Elie Wiesel, March 11-15, Loft Theatre; $12 
• "Jesus Christ Superstar," by Andrew Lloyd Webber and Tim Rice, April 10-19; $19 
 
Dance 
 
• "(UN)W.R.A.P.: Undoing Writing, Research, and Performance," Sept. 12-13, Irey  
Theatre, $12 
• "The D.A.M. Show: Dance Art Media,"Oct. 17-19, Irey Theatre; $12 
• "Liminal," Nov. 14-16, Irey Theatre; $12 
• "Tune," Jan. 30-31, Absinthe House; free 
• "The Current," April 17-19, Irey Theatre; $12 
 



Theatergoers and dance fans can expect a blend of old and new from the University  
of Colorado's 2014-15 artistic season. 
 
Officials from CU's theater and dance departments have unveiled a lineup for the  
coming year that ranges from the familiar to the experimental. The theatrical side of  
the program includes productions of well-known dramatic staples such as Thornton  
Wilder's drama "Our Town" side-by-side with contemporary work including "Legacy  
of Light" by up-and-coming playwright Karen Zacarias. 
 

 
Donna Mejia will choreograph and dance in "(UN)W.R.A.P.: Undoing Writing, Research, and Performance," which  
CU will present Sept. 12-13 at the Irey Theatre. (Daniel Beahm / For the University of Colorado) 
 
Students and faculty from CU's dance department will offer a similar mix of  
programming, with productions that feature traditional jazz styles and cutting-edge  
contemporary choreography in the space of a single show. The dance schedule  
includes faculty shows, panel discussions, presentations featuring audience feedback  
via wireless technology and a free MFA show at the Absinthe House, 1109 Walnut  
Ave., Boulder. 
 
"We really seek to explore the range of diversity in the body, in the rhythm, in  
theatricality and in style," said Erika Randall, director of CU's dance program. "It's an  
interesting challenge." 
 
The lineup of seven theater productions and five dance shows kicks off in September. 
According to the programs' directors, the wide artistic range of the coming season is  
no accident. The eclectic theme gets to the heart of an arts program that seeks to  
educate and entertain at the same time. 
 
"We try to serve several masters," said Bud Coleman, chair of CU's theater and dance  
department. "The typical undergraduate will be exposed to this number of plays from  



different time periods and a wide range of theatrical experiences." 
 
For the coming season, that diversity includes drama that stretches back centuries  
and dance programs that draw inspiration and choreography directly from the latest  
trends in the international dance scene. 
 
"The Current" production, which runs April 17-19 at the Irey Theatre, is a perfect  
example. The faculty showcase also will feature work by guest artist Millicent Johnnie,  
an internationally acclaimed choreographer whose credits run the gamut from  
academia to the world of popular culture. 
 
"She's created choreography for the film world, for Usher; she's danced with the  
post-modern greats of our time," Randall said, pointing to Johnnie's collaborations  
with high-caliber troupes such as Cleo Parker Robinson Dance in Denver and  
Hubbard Street Dance in Chicago. "She's looking to shape a piece for our students." 
 

 
Kristen Demaree and Sara Roybal will choreograph and dance in CU's "Liminal," scheduled for Nov. 14-16 at the  
Irey Theatre. (Daniel Beahm / For the University of Colorado) 
 
The theater lineup also will tap into some of the most accomplished artists from  
around the country who also boast some local ties. Washington D.C.-based playwright  
Karen Zacarias debuted the drama "Just Like Us," based on the book by Helen Thorpe,  
at the Denver Center Theatre Company earlier this year. That was just one element that  

drew CU's theater faculty to Zacarias' "Legacy of Light," set to run in October. 
 
"There were several things that attracted us. She's definitely up-and-coming. It's also a  
really good play," Coleman said. The show tracks two female scientists living in  
different historical eras. "It's a really strong selection for women." 
 
Even the more familiar selections in the theater season are bound to feature new twists.  
Thornton Wilder's "Our Town," long a favorite of high school theater departments, is  
set to integrate the audience in different ways, Coleman said. 
 
"The directors are keenly aware of the fact that there are a lot of high schools that have  
done the play," Coleman said. "They're looking at moving a lot of the audience onstage  



so they're in the round. By inverting the play and how it's typically presented, they're  
looking at the work differently." 
 
That note of experimentation also will play a big role in the upcoming dance  
productions, as the showcase "The D.A.M. Show: Dance Art Media" in October is set  
to garner audience input through wireless technology. 
 
The show will explore "where dance performance and dance entertainment converge,"  
Randall said. "Audiences will get a chance to interact and give their feedback." 
 
That kind of firsthand input hints at a creative mission that's rooted in education and  
exploration, a theme that's fitting for a university arts program. 
 

 
CU's "The D.A.M. Show: Dance Art Media," choreographed by Jessica Page, is scheduled for Oct. 17-19 at the  
Irey Theatre. (Daniel Beahm / For the University of Colorado) 
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Rhythmically Speaking returns for its sixth 
year of rhythm-based dance 
 
By Sheila Regan Wed., Aug. 13 2014 at 9:52 AM 
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Rhythmically Speaking, an evening showcase of choreographers working with jazz and 
rhythm forms of dance, is back for its sixth year this weekend. Performing at the 
Southern Theater, the showcase features a diverse mix of artists who all find 
inspiration from the way music and beats can move bodies in a space. 
 
New this year, the show will have an increased presence of live music, building on the 
company's mission to support rhythm-driven dance forms. To that end, DJ Otto will 
be spinning for one of the pieces, and the heavily improvised trio Moors Blackmon, 
who play acid junk jazz, will accompany artistic director's Erinn Liebhard's work. 
Voice of Culture, Kenna Cottman's dance and drumming group, will also provide live 



music.  
 
Participating choreographers include Karla Grotting, well known in the Twin Cities for 
her eclectic variety of percussive style work, and Bboy J-Sun, whose piece explores 
how breaking has evolved as a dance form. Also on the docket are Christine Maginnis 
and Joanne Spencer, plus visiting choreographer Michele Dunleavy, from 
Pennsylvania, who Liebhard says is presenting "very complicated rhythm tap piece."   
 
Liebhard wants to "swing this one out of the ballpark," she says.  Next year, she'll have 
completed her graduate program in Boulder, Colorado, which will allow the group to 
expand its programming.  
 
 

 
Photo by Calabay Productions 
 
In the show, Liebhard presents a seed of her MFA project, based on the idea of standards 
in folk and jazz music. Liebhard has done extensive research on the subject, exploring the 
shared cultural experience of hearing tunes that are widely known, even if you don't know 
who originally wrote it. It's also loosely based on the idea of trying on different versions of 
oneself, which Liebhard demonstrates by working with a coat.  
 
As a choreographer, Liebhard has avoided solo work, finding it difficult because she can't 
step out and look at what she's creating. Plus, she finds it lonely to work on her own. "I 
don't get inspired by an empty studio," she says. Rather, she finds inspiration by music, 
and meeting and working with people.  



 
The piece she's presenting has allowed Liebhard to let go of a bit of control, and to trust 
herself more. Working with video, she's been able to see the dances take shape, and once 
the musicians entered the picture, things started to kick in for her.  
 
With Liebhard's piece, as well as a number of others, improvisation features strongly in the 
work, in part because the music itself is heavily improvised. "That's another experiment for 
me," Liebhard says. "How much can I let go and exist in the moment?" Improvisation is 
important for the choreographer because it's an important part of the jazz music tradition.  
 
IF YOU GO: 
 
Rhythmically Speaking  
8 p.m. Thursday through Saturday 
Southern Theater 
$18-$20 
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Rhythmically Speaking grooves with GST at 
Lee's 
 
By Sheila Regan Tue., Jun. 18 2013 at 11:02 AM 
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The evening will include several improvised, visual approaches to GST's music. It's 
going to be a mix of opportunities to watch the dance group do their thing. Folks can 
also get in on the action as well, as audiences are welcome to hit the dance floor.  
 

 
Photo courtesy Rhythmically Speaking 
Anna Resele and Non Edwards (with GST in the 
background) 
 



Rhythmically Speaking's artistic director Erinn Liebhard connected with GST last 
spring when she met Bob DeBoer, who also plays with another band, BrassZilla, at an 
event at Patrick's Cabaret. They liked working with each other so much that DeBoer 
suggested that Liebhard check out GST. "I have tapped at their bar sets a couple of 
times, and they played live for my piece for the Rhythmically Speaking show last year," 
Liebhard says.  
 
Liebhard's dancing parter, Emily Broeker, has been dancing with Liebhardt for almost 
eight years with another company, Eclectic Edge Ensemble. Broeker is "an up and 
coming performer and choreographer who has a style I can really connect with, so I 
really enjoy working with her," says Liebhard. Along with Broeker, Kaitin Kelly 
Benedict, formerly of TU Dance, and Cathy Wind of Keane Sense of Rhythm will be 
joining Liebhard for the evening, adding their style and ideas to the mix. "There 
should be a lot of tapping," says Liebhard, "but me and Kaitin will smooth that out 
with some sound-less dance."  
 

 
 
Liebhard was first exposed to improvisational dance during her undergrad training at 
the U of M. "I dance because I love music. I love to reflect and add new layers to 
sound," she says. 
 
While Liebhard has had plenty of exposure to formal training situations, "I also feel it 
important not to forget the experiences professional dancers take in while dancing 
socially," she says. Dancing socially provides an opportunity for dancers to explore 
things they might not in a formal situation, because of the release of pressure of being 
watched.  
 
IF YOU GO: 
 



"Visual Grooves: Jazz Music + Dance"  
The event starts with opening band Orphan Brother at 9 p.m., followed by 
GST at 10 p.m. 
Lee's Liquor Lounge 
Free 

 
Performer – Now Eye See You, Now 
Eye Don’t with Off-Leash Area (Apr 
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Link: http://m.startribune.com/personal-vision/120881264/  
 
Paul Herwig answered quickly and unmistakably. 
 
"It's totally odd," he said about the subjective nature of his latest theatrical venture. "I 
keep going to Jennifer and saying, 'This isn't coming across as a big personal 
obsession, is it?'" 
 
Jennifer is Jennifer Ilse, Herwig's partner in life as well as in theater, at Off-Leash Area. 
This weekend at the Ritz Theater studio, the troupe opens a new dance-theater piece 
inspired by Herwig's failing eyesight, "Now Eye See You, Now Eye Don't." Herwig 
plays a painter who is slowly losing his vision. 
 
However, do not suggest to him that he's somehow brave for baring his real-life 
situation. 
 
"I'm very uncomfortable if someone did say that, because there are people who live 
with greater disabilities, and I can actually get around and see and read," he said. 
Herwig cannot drive and is legally blind if he removes his contact lenses. He can read 
large print but has trouble making out signs or faces across the street. Nearing 50, he 
understands better than most people the minefields of aging. Still, he bristles at the 
idea that he might be exploiting himself for art's sake -- it's not his style, nor is it the 
physically presentational aesthetic of Off-Leash. 
 
"He is definitely uncomfortable with the autobiographical piece of it," said playwright 
Dominic Orlando, who's helped Off-Leash develop a script. "But as I've told him, you 
can't write a play about an artist who is going blind and say it's a coincidence." 
Herwig needed glasses before he was a year old. When he was 40 and 42, he had 
cataract surgeries. Two years ago he had a bad retinal tear and needed surgery to 
save the vision in one eye. Ironically, because he is in good physical condition, he 
healed fast, and that caused scar tissue that needed another surgery. Because of the 
shape of his eyes and his age, he's susceptible to retinal tears. 
 
"One surgeon told me that once the retinas start to go, that's usually it," he said. "So I 
don't know. I may stay like this until I die or something else may happen." 
 
As Herwig and Ilse navigated the surgeries and the Byzantine health system and 
pondered "all the crazy stuff they do to repair the retina," they started to think there 
was grist for an Off-Leash show. 
 
During a recent rehearsal, Ilse and Erinn Liebhard portrayed tap-dancing health-
insurance bureaucrats detailing the cost of surgery while Herwig -- his eyes padded 
with gauze -- lay on a recovery table. Earlier, actors representing art agents and 
patrons had swarmed Herwig's character like ravenous birds. 
 



This athletic, slightly fantastic style ("physical shenanigans," Herwig said) defines Off-
Leash's work. Also, Herwig makes design an important part of the show. In "Now Eye 
See You," a giant eyeball rolls around the stage on casters. Their approach has 
helped Off-Leash win Ivey Awards and State Arts Board Initiative grants. Herwig was 
a McKnight theater fellow in 2009. 
 
The stylization allows Herwig to keep some distance from the subject. He talks about 
broader themes -- perception, facing life challenges, reacting to limitations. He also 
visited BLIND Inc., a Minneapolis training center that teaches skills to people who are 
blind or losing their sight. He worked with canes and masks, and talked with 
counselors who implored him to steer clear of clichés that some sighted people have 
about blindness. 
 
Orlando, a member of the Workhaus Collective, said he has enjoyed the challenge of 
fitting Herwig's story into a play. Though he's given Herwig's artist a few accents of 
flavor, Orlando said he's really writing a journey rather than a character. 
"The piece is definitely a swirl of chaos, and I enjoy that looseness," Orlando said. 
"Dance-theater people think a writer comes in and it's all about text, but it's about 
structure. I love how a play can be made better with movement." 
 
More challenging than the stage dynamics is the notion of Herwig getting comfortable 
peeling back his skin. After sharing long stories with Orlando, Herwig was slightly 
surprised to find them verbatim in the script. 
 
"I was like, 'Wait a minute, this was not supposed to be a personal indulgence,'" 
Herwig said. "But Dominic said, 'How could I write this any better by not using your 
words?'" 
 
So Herwig is caught in this Twilight Zone of his own making -- which is often the fate 
of artists who take on the risk of dissecting their own experience. He hopes to avoid 
sentimental clichés in "Now Eye See You, Now Eye Don't" and will get a big assist 
from his Off-Leash mates. But if the piece is to land with audiences, it will be due to 
the real, personal story at its center. And that is solely up to Herwig. 
"People [watching rehearsals] tell me it's going well, but I can't trust it like I usually do," 
he said. "Jennifer told me I need to create an avatar of myself, slightly removed." 
 
NOW EYE SEE YOU, NOW EYE DON'T 
Who: Created by Paul Herwig, Jennifer Ilse and Dominic Orlando. 
When: 8 p.m. Fri.-Mon., next Thu.-Sat. Ends May 7. 
Where: Ritz Theater, 345 13th Av. NE, Mpls. 
Tickets: $15-$20 (pay what you can on Mon.), 612-724-7372. 
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Six smart young choreographers get a  
move on 
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Special to the Pioneer Press 
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Clockwise from top: Heather Parker, Erinn Liebhard, Lucy Rahn, Erica Pinigis, Jessica Briggs and  
Natalie Bucey. 
 
Maybe that old Judy Garland-Mickey Rooney film where two bright-eyed 
youngsters got themselves a barn and put on a show seems naive in our high-
tech culture. But a bunch of young Twin Cities dance artists are harking back to 
those days when a slumping economy inspired plucky resourcefulness. 
 
"Most granters and producing series want you to have experience before they 
will fund or present you, and this is how you get it," Erinn Liebhard says about 



the show she and five colleagues will be self-producing this weekend. "Co-
Motion: Emerging Twin Cities Dance Artists Make a Scene" aptly describes what 
these ingenious young women are doing — taking control of their artistic lives. 
 
A recent graduate of the University of Minnesota, Liebhard wanted to get her 
work out there without financial risk, so she asked choreographers whose work 
she admires to perform with her and share the many administrative tasks 
involved in self-production. Erica Pinigis, Jessica Briggs, Natalie Bucey, Heather 
Parker and Lucy Rahn joined Liebhard, who found the Lowry Lab Theater, an 
adventurous venue that demanded no money down and agreed to a 50-50 box-
office split. 
 
The seven dances range from upbeat jazz to serious subject matter. 
 
Liebhard's dance, "Label Nation," deals with the ways in which people tend to  
pigeonhole one another. She did research on depression and ADHD, labels often  
applied to children with problems. 
 
At a recent rehearsal, six dancers performed vigorous moves with a purposeful  
awkwardness, suggesting the disconnect experienced by young people branded 
with these conditions. 
 
Bucey's duet, "She Passions," came from the Latin word pati, which means to 
suffer. "Our words 'passion' and 'patience' both come from that word. So, my 
dance has a lot of falling, pushing and pulling to represent the contradiction of 
diving into life while some of you is holding back," she says. 
 
Several dances are leavened with humor, some of it dark and sharply pointed. 
Take Briggs' duet, "Three Responses to Feminism: Preparation, Bake on High, 
Indulgence," which she describes as "my take on contemporary explosions of 
anti-feminism." In one section, Briggs and Stephanie Shirek seem to be 
frantically multitasking, whipping through a flurry of stereotypical "feminine" 
gestures (baking cakes, gyrating hips) and hectic moves with the speed and focus 
of gymnasts. "I want to deconstruct traditional notions of what is 'feminine' but 
still be present as a woman," says Briggs. 
 
And when is a woman more present than at her own wedding? That's a question 
Parker explores in "But I Like My Last Name" about her wedding, only two 
weeks after the show. "Weddings are like a song and dance for the families," she 
says. "I want to do it my own way but still please my family." 
 
Doing it their way is certainly part of Co-Motion's philosophy. "You have to 



really be motivated to create the environment you want for your work," says 
Pinigis, whose dance about "the little things people do in relationships that drive 
you crazy" was inspired by the Devo song "Gut Feeling." 
 
And gut feelings are exactly what motivate these intrepid emerging artists to 
bring their work directly to the public. "In this economy, you have to create your 
own opportunities, especially in the arts," says Rahn. Appropriately, she will be 
performing a solo called "Refill," about taking a break from life in order to 
replenish the soul and refresh the spirit. 
 
"CO-MOTION: EMERGING TWIN CITIES DANCE ARTISTS MAKE A  
SCENE" 
Who: Choreographers Erinn Liebhard, Erica Pinigis, Jessica Briggs, Natalie 
Bucey, Heather Parker and Lucy Rahn 
When: 8 p.m. Thursday-Aug. 9, 5 p.m. Aug. 9 
Where: Lowry Lab Theater, 360 St. Peter St., St. Paul 
Tickets: $10 in advance, $12 at the door. To make reservations for will-call 
pickup, e-mail Co-Motion@live.com with full name, number of tickets and the 
day/time you plan to attend, and a confirmation e-mail will be sent in response. 


